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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
We investigate asymptotic behavior in time of small solutions to some kinds of nonlinear
wave equations, which are appeared in geometric optics, uid mechanics and quantum
mechanics to describe the phenomena of nature. In particular, we concentrate on the
study of nonlinear Klein Gordon equations and nonlinear systems of Klein-Gordon equations
including Dirac-Klein-Gordon equations.
Global existence in time of small solutions to nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations with
quadratic nonlinearities were shown by Klainerman [11] and Shatah [14], independently.
Their methods are dierent each other and now very important tools in this eld.
The method by Klainerman [11] is called the method of vector eld and the method of
Shatah [14] is called the method of normal form. The method of vector eld is based on
the time decay estimates obtained by using operators which commute with the linear Klein-
Gordon operator. Compactness conditions on data were used to consider the problems by
the use of hyperbolic coordinates. On the other hand, the method of normal form is based
on a suitable nonlinear transformation which transforms the original equation to another
one with cubic nonlinearities.
The method of vector eld was improved by Bachelot[2], Georgiev [5, 6] and Hormander
[1] and compactness conditions on initial data were removed. However the higher order
Sobolev spaces were needed. Then, Ozawa, Tsutaya and Tsutsumi [13] succeeded in ob-
taining global existence of small solutions and the existence of the scattering operator to
quadratic semi-linear Klein-Gordon equations in two space dimensions by making use of
time decay estimate by Georgiev and the method of normal form. It is known that cubic
nonlinearities in one space dimension are critical ones from the balance of time decay of
linear part and that of nonlinear terms. Katayama [10] found that nonlinearities (if they are
non resonance terms) are divided into two groups, one of them are eliminated by choosing
2a suitable transformation and another group have better time decay through vector eld.
As a product, he obtained the global existence of small solutions to cubic nonlinear Klein-
Gordon equations in one space dimension. I note here that his method is much simpler
than previous works by Shatah [14] or Ozawa, Tsutaya and Tsutsumi [13]. However the
previous works are not sucient in view of the scattering theory since improper regularity
and decaying assumptions in space are imposed on the data.
The main purpose of this thesis is to rene the time decay estimates by the method
of vector eld to apply the scattering problem. After that we apply them to a system
of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations related to Dirac-Klein-Gordon equations. Indeed, we
prove the existence of a scattering operator for a system of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations
related to Dirac-Klein-Gordon equations in three space dimensions [19].
The plan in this thesis as follows: In Chapter 1, we summerize the previous related
results as a motivations of our research.
Chapter 2 is devoted to study a scattering problems for a system of nonlinear Klein-
Gordon equations related to Dirac-Klein-Gordon equations in three space dimensions [19]. I
note here that this is the rst results for the asymptotic completness of scattering operator
for a system of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations with a derevative of unknown functions
in the nonlinearities.
In Chapter 3, we consider the initial value problems for a system of nonlinear Klein-
Gordon equations with more general quadratic nonlinearities than ones considered in Chap-
ter 2. We prove the existence of scattering states, namely, the asymptotic stability of small
solutions in the neigborhood of free solutions for small initial data in the lower weighthed
Sobolev spaces comparing with the previous works [2], [4], [5], [16], [18], [17]. If nonliearities
satisfy the strong null condition [5], then the same result is true in two dimensions for small
data in H5;3 H4;3. A system of massive Dirac-massless Klein-Gordon equations in three
spaces dimensions is also considered by our method [9].
3CHAPTER 2
SCATTERING PROBLEM FOR A SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR
KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS RELATED TO
DIRAC-KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS
We consider the scattering problem for the system of Klein-Gordon equations in R38<:
 
@2t  +M2

 =  g22   gP3=0 4 @; 
@2t  +m2

 = g 0 ;
(2.0.1)
where m > 0; M > 0; g 2 R; fg are the 4 4 Dirac matrices given by
0 =
0BBBBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0  1 0
0 0 0  1
1CCCCCCA ; 
1 =
0BBBBBB@
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0  1 0 0
 1 0 0 0
1CCCCCCA ;
2 =
0BBBBBB@
0 0 0  i
0 0 i 0
0 i 0 0
 i 0 0 0
1CCCCCCA ; 
3 =
0BBBBBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0  1
 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1CCCCCCA ;
the 4  4 matrix 4 is dened by 4 =  i0123; A is transposed conjugate matrix of
A; and the 4  1 vector  =   j1j4 2 C4 is a spinor eld and  2 R is a scalar eld.
Equation (2.0.1) has an important physical meaning since it is derived from the massive
Dirac-Klein-Gordon equation8<:

 iP3=0 @ +M = ig4 ; 
@2t  +m2

 = g 0 ;
(2.0.2)
where t = x0; x = (x1; x2; x3) and @ = @=@x: Note that  +  = 0 for  6=  and
00 = E,  =  E for  = 1; 2; 3; where E = [jk]1j;k4 ; jk = 0 if j 6= k and jj = 1:
4Therefore by a direct computation we have
3X
=0
3X
=0
@@ = E
 
@2t  

:
Multiplying both sides of (2.0.2) by i
P3
=0 
@+M and using the identity 4 =  4
for  = 0; 1; 2; 3 and 44 = E, we obtain
 
@2t  +M2

 =
0@i 3X
=0
@ +M
1A  i 3X
=0
@ +M
!
 
= ig
0@i 3X
=0
@ +M
1A4 
=  g
3X
=0
4 @+ ig
0@i 3X
=0
@ +M
1A 4 
=  g
3X
=0
4 @+ ig4
0@ i 3X
=0
@ +M
1A 
=  g
3X
=0
4 @  g22 
and we also have
 
@2t  +m2

 = g

j 1j2 + j 2j2   j 3j2   j 4j2

:
Therefore we have the system of Klein-Gordon equations (2.0.1).
Denote the usual Lebesgue space by Lp = f 2 S0 : kkLp <1g, where the norm
kkLp =
 R
R3 j (x)jp dx
 1
p if 1  p < 1 and kkL1 = supx2R3 j (x)j if p = 1. Weighted
Sobolev space
Hm;kp =
n
 : kk
Hm;kp

hxik hirim 
Lp
<1
o
;
where m; k 2 R; 1  p  1; hxi =
q
1 + jxj2; hiri = p1 : We also write for simplicity
Hm;k = Hm;k2 ; H
m = Hm;02 ; H
m
p = H
m;0
p ; so we usually omit the index 0 if it does not
cause a confusion. We use the same notations for the vector functions. The direct Fourier
transform ^ () of the function  (x) is dened by
F = ^ = (2)  32
Z
R3
e i(x) (x) dx;
5then the inverse Fourier transformation is given by
F 1 = (2)  32
Z
R3
ei(x) () d:
Existence of global small solutions of the Cauchy problem for nonlinear Klein-Gordon equa-
tions with quadratic nonlinearity was shown by Klainerman [11]. His method depends on
the new time decay estimates through the operators xj@t + t@j and can be applied the
Cauchy problem (2.0.1). Compactness conditions on the data were used to consider the
problem by the use of hyperbolic coordinates. His method was improved by [2], [5], [6], [1]
and compactness conditions on the data were removed. However the higher order Sobolev
spaces were needed for the initial data. Recently, Hayashi, Naumkin and the author [9]
showed a global existence of small solutions to a system of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation
including ( 2.0.1) under the initial conditions such that
k (0)kH4;3 + k@t (0)kH3;3 + k (0)kH4;3 + k@t (0)kH3;3
are small. Furthermore in [9], the inverse wave operator from the neighborhood at the origin
of
 
H4;3 H3;34   H4;3 H3;3 to the neighborhood at the origin of  H4;1 H3;14  
H4;1 H3;1 was constructed. However the scattering operator for the problem (2.0.1)
is not obtained. Our purpose in the present paper is to prove the existence of scattering
operator for (2.0.1). Scattering operator is obtained by showing the range of wave operator
includes the domain of inverse wave operator. We also show the existence of the inverse
scattering operator. Our main point is to show a global existence of small solutions to
(2.0.1) under the initial conditions such that
k (0)kH5=2;1 + k@t (0)kH3=2;1 + k (0)kH3;1 + k@t (0)kH2;1
are small which enables us to construct the scattering operator from the neighborhood
at the origin of
 
H5=2;1 H3=2;14   H3;1 H2;1 to the neighborhood at the origin of 
H5=2;1 H3=2;14   H3;1 H2;1 .
In order to state our result precisely, we introduce the operator Lm = E@t + iA hirim ;
where
E =
0@ 1 0
0 1
1A ; A =
0@ 1 0
0  1
1A :
6The free evolution group associated with Lm is dened by
Um (t) =
0@ e ithirim 0
0 eithirim
1A
with hirim =
p
m2  : We put
wj =
0@ w(1)j
w
(2)
j
1A  1
2
0@  j + i hiri 1M @t j
 j   i hiri 1M @t j
1A ;
and
w5 =
0@ w(1)5
w
(2)
5
1A  1
2
0@ + i hiri 1m @t
  i hiri 1m @t
1A :
Then the system (2.0.1) can be rewritten as8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
LMwj =
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (w; @w5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (w; @w5)
1A ;
Lmw5 =
0@ i hiri 1m F5 ( ew)
 i hiri 1m F5 ( ew)
1A ; (2.0.3)
where j = 1; 2; 3; 4; ew = (wj)1j4 ;
Fj (w; @w5)
=
1
2
0@ g2 w(1)5 + w(2)5 2 w(1)j + w(2)j   g 3X
=0

4

w
(1)
j + w
(2)
j

@

w
(1)
5 + w
(2)
5
1A
for 1  j  4 and
F5 ( ew) = 12
0@g
0@ 2X
j=1
w(1)j + w(2)j 2   4X
j=3
w(1)j + w(2)j 2
1A1A :
We consider the problem (2.0.3) with the initial condition

wj =
0@ w(1)j

w
(2)
j
1A  1
2
0B@  
(1)
j + i hiri 1M

 
(2)
j

 
(1)
j   i hiri 1M

 
(2)
j
1CA ;

w5 =
0@ w(1)5

w
(2)
5
1A  1
2
0B@ 
(1)
+ i hiri 1m


(2)


(1)
  i hiri 1m


(2)
1CA
7and the nal condition
w+j =
0@ w(1)+j
w
(2)+
j
1A  1
2
0@  (1)+j + i hiri 1M  (2)+j
 
(1)+
j   i hiri 1M  (2)+j
1A ;
w+5 =
0@ w(1)+5
w
(2)+
5
1A  1
2
0@ (1)+ + i hiri 1m (2)+
(1)+   i hiri 1m (2)+
1A :
We note that the second term of Fj (w; @w5) contains the full derivative @

w
(1)
5 + w
(2)
5

;
and so has a derivative loss. This is the reason why we consider  = w(1)5 + w
(2)
5 in higher
regularity class than the class in which  j = w
(1)
j + w
(2)
j is considered.
We let a closed ball Hm;kq (") with a radius " and a center at the origin in the function
space
Hm;kq =
8<:v =
0@ v(1)
v(2)
1A : kvk
Hm;kq
=
v(1)
Hm;kq
+
v(2)
Hm;kq
<1
9=; :
We introduce the function space
ZI =
8<:v =
0@ v(1)
v(2)
1A 2 CI;  L25   L25 ; kkZI <1
9=; ;
with the norm
kvkZI =
4X
j=1
X
jj1
PMvj
L1t (I;H5=2 jj)
+
@tPMvj
L1t (I;H3=2 jj)
+
PMvj
Lrt
(
I;H
2 jj
q
) + @tPMvj
Lrt
(
I;H
1 jj
q
)
!
+
X
jj1
Pmv5
L1t (I;H3 jj)
+
@tPmv5
L1t (I;H2 jj)
+
Pmv5
Lrt
(
I;H
5=2 jj
q
) + @tPmv5
Lrt
(
I;H
3=2 jj
q
)
!
;
1
q
=
2
5
;
1
r
=
3
20
;
where PM = (Z;JM ) : We are now in a position to present our main results
Theorem 2.0.1. We let

w =
 
wj ;

w5

1j4
2  H5=2;14H3;1: Then there exists an " > 0
and a positive constant C such that (2.0.3) has a unique global solution
w 2 C

( 1; 0] ;  L25
8such that kwkZ( 1;0]  C" for any

w 2  H5=2;1 (")4 H3;1 (") : Furthermore there exists a
unique w  =

w j ; w
 
5

1j4
2  H5=2;1 (C")4 H3;1 (C") such that
UM ( t)wj (t)  w j 
H5=2;1
+
Um ( t)w5 (t)  w 5 H3;1 ! 0
as t!  1:
Theorem 2.0.2. We let w+ =

w+j ; w
+
5

1j4
2  H5=2;14 H3;1: Then there exists an
" > 0 and a positive constant C such that (2.0.3) has a unique global solution w satisfyingUM ( t)wj (t)  w+j 
H5=2;1
+
Um ( t)w5 (t)  w+5 H3;1 ! 0
as t!1 and kwkZ[0;1)  C" for any w+ 2
 
H5=2;1 (")
4 H3;1 (") :
By Theorem 2.0.1, we can dene the inverse wave operatorW 1  which maps
 
H5=2;1 (e")4
H3;1 (e") to  H5=2;1 (Ce")4H3;1 (Ce"), and by Theorem 2.0.2, we can dene the wave oper-
ator W+ which maps
 
H5=2;1 (")
4H3;1 (") to  H5=2;1 (C1")4H3;1 (C1"). Therefore the
scattering operator which maps
 
H5=2;1 (")
4 H3;1 (") to  H5=2;1 (CC1")4 H3;1 (CC1")
can be constructed if we let C1"  e". It is easy to see that the inverse scattering operator
is also dened. We have the relations
 j = w
(1)
j + w
(2)
j ; @t j =  i hiriM

w
(1)
j   w(2)j

;
 = w(1)5 + w
(2)
5 ; @t =  i hirim

w
(1)
5   w(2)5

:
Therefore for the solutions to (2.0.1) we nd thatUM ( t)
0@  j (t)
hiri 1M @t j (t)
1A 
0@  (1)+j
hiri 1M  (2)+j
1A
H5=2;1
+
Um ( t)
0@  (t)
hiri 1m @t (t)
1A 
0@ (1)+
hiri 1m (2)+
1A
H3;1
! 0; (2.0.4)
where
Um (t) =
0@ cos (hirim t) sin (hirim t)
  sin (hirim t) cos (hirim t)
1A
9is the usual free Klein-Gordon evolution group. From (2.0.4) and the fact that the operator
Um (t) is a unitary operator in Hm;0 it follows that j (t)  cos (hiriM t) (1)+j + hiri 1M sin (hiriM t) (2)+j 
H5=2;0
+
 (t)  cos (hirim t)(1)+ + hiri 1m sin (hirim t)(2)+
H3;0
! 0:
One of our main tools is the operator
Jm = hirim Um (t)xUm ( t) = hirim

xE + itA hiri 1m r

which was used to obtain the time decay estimates for smooth and decaying functions
and applied to asymptotic problem of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations with super critical
nonlinearities in [7], [8]. By a direct calculation we see that the commutation relation
[Lm;Jm] = 0
is true. However it is dicult to calculate the action of Jm on the nonlinearity since Jm can
not be considered as a rst order dierential operator on the power nonlinearities. Therefore
we use the rst order dierential operator
Z = E (tr+ x@t) =

Z(1);Z(2);Z(3)

which is closely related to Jm through the identity
Z(j) = Lmxj   iAJ (j)m
and we nd that it almost commutes with Lm by
[Lm;Z] = Er  iA [x; hirim] @t =  iA hiri 1m rLm: (2.0.5)
The operator Z was introduced by Klainerman [11] to obtain time decay estimates of solu-
tions to linear Klein-Gordon equations and the estimates were improved by [2], [5], [6], [1],
[7], [8]. We often use the following commutation relations
[x;Lm] = iA [x; hirim] = iA hiri 1m r;
h
xj ;Z(k)
i
= Et [xj ; @xk ] =  Etjk: (2.0.6)
10
2.1 LEMMAS
We rst state time decay estimates through the operator Jm for any smooth and decaying
functions which was shown in [9].
Lemma 2.1.1. Let m > 0. Then the estimate
kkLp  C hti n(1 2=p)=2 kk1 n=2+n=pH kJmkn=2 n=pH 1 + C hti n(1 2=p)=2 kkH
is valid for all t  0; where  = (n=2 + 1) (1  2=p) ; 2  p < 2n= (n  2) and n  2,
provided that the right-hand side is nite, where n denotes the space dimension.
We now state the Strichartz type estimates used in this paper. Denote the space-time
norm
kkLrt (I;Lqx) =
k (t)kLqxLrt (I) ;
where I is a bounded or unbounded time interval. By the duality argument of [20] along
with the Lp   Lq time decay estimates of [12] we obtain the Strichartz estimate. Dene
	 [g] (t) =
Z t
T
e i(t )hirim hiri 1 g () d;m > 0
Lemma 2.1.2. Let 2  q < 2n= (n  2) and 2=r = n (1  2=q) =2: Then for any time
interval I and for any T 2 I the following estimates are true
k	 [g]kLrt (I;Lqx)  C kgkLr0t
(
I;H2 1
q0
) ;
k	 [g]kL1t (I;L2x)  C kgkLr0t
(
I;H 1
q0
)
and e ithirim
Lrt (I;Lqx)
 C kkH ;
where r0 = r= (r   1) ; q0 = q= (q   1) and  = (1 + n=2) (1  2=q) =2:
Proof. For convenience of the reader, we give a proof. Denote
 [f ] (t) =
Z
R
K (t; ) e i(t )hirim hiri  f () d;
11
where K (t; ) 2 L1  R2 is a piecewise continuous complex-valued function. In particular,
to get the integral 	 [f ] of the lemma we choose K (t; ) = 1 for T    t and K (t; ) = 0
otherwise. By the Lp   Lq time decay estimates of [12] we have for n (1  2=q) =2 < 1
k2 [f ] (t)kLqx 
Z t
T
jt   j 
n
2
(
1  2
q
) hiri(1+n2 )(1  2q) 2 f ()
Lq
0
x
d
from which by the Sobolev inequality it follows that
k2 [f ]kLrt (I;Lqx)  C
hiri(1+n2 )(1  2q) 2 f
Lr
0
t
(
I;Lq
0
x
) = C kfkLr0t (I;Lq0x ) ;
where 2=r = n (1  2=q) =2 and  = (1 + n=2) (1  2=q) =2: Then substituting f = hiri2 1 g
gives us the rst estimate of the lemma. We have
k [f ] (t)k2L2x
=
Z t
T
e i(t )hirim hiri  f () d;
Z t
T
e i(t 
0)hirimU
 
t   0 hiri  f   0 d 0
L2x

Z t
T
Z t
T
e i( 0 )hirim hiri 2 f ()
Lqx
d
f   0
Lq
0
x
d 0
 C kfk2
Lr
0
t
(
I;Lq
0
x
)
which implies the second estimate of the lemma if we take f = hiri 1 g. The last estimate
is dual to the second oneZ
I

e ithirim; g (t)

L2x
dt
 =


hiri ;
Z
I
eithirim hiri  g (t) dt

L2x

 C khiri kL2x k [g] (0)kL2x  C kkH kgkLr0t
(
I;Lq
0
x
) :
Lemma is proved.
We next consider time decay estimates involving the operators Z and Lm:
Lemma 2.1.3. Let m > 0: Then the estimate is valid
kkLp  C hti
 n
2
(
1  2
p
)
(kkH + kZkH 1) + C hti
 n
2
(
1  2
p
)
kLmkH 1;1
for all t  0, where  = (n=2 + 1) (1  2=p) ; 2  p < 2n= (n  2) and n  2, provided that
the right-hand side is nite.
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Proof. By (2.0.6), we have the identity
Jm = iAZ   E hiri 1m r  iAxLm: (2.1.1)
Therefore we get
kJmkH 1  C kZkH 1 + kkH 1 + C kxLmkH 1 : (2.1.2)
In view of Lemma 2.1.1 and (2.1.2) the estimate of the lemma follows.
2.2 PROOF OF THEOREM 2.0.1 AND 2.0.2
Denote by ZI (") a closed ball of a radius " with a center in the origin in the space ZI : Let
us consider the linearized version of the Cauchy problem
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
LMwj =
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
1A ;
Lmw5 =
0@ i hiri 1m F5 (ev)
 i hiri 1m F5 (ev)
1A ;
wk(0; x) =

wk (x) ;
(2.2.1)
with j = 1; :::; 4; k = 1; :::; 5 and a given function
v = (ev; v5) 2 ZI () ; ev = (v1; :::; v4) ; I = ( 1; 0]
where
 = C
0@ 4X
j=1
 wj
H5=2;1
+
 w5
H3;1
1A = C":
The integration of (2.2.1) with respect to time yields
wj (t) = UM (t) wj +
Z t
0
UM (t  )
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
1A d: (2.2.2)
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Taking the L1t
 
I;H5=2

- norm of (2.2.2) and applying the second estimate of Lemma 2.1.2
we nd with 1=p+ 1=p0 = 1=2
kwjkL1t (I;H5=2)
 C
 wj
H5=2
+ C kv@v5kL1t (I;H3=2)
 C
 wj
H5=2
+ C kvk
L
20=17
t (I;L
10)
k@v5kLrt
(
I;H
3=2
q
)
+C kvk
L
20=17
t
(
I;H
1=2
10
) k@v5kLrt (I;H1q)
+C kvk
Lrt
(
I;H1
p0
) k@v5kL20=17t (I;H1=2p )
+C kvk
Lrt
(
I;H
3=2
q
) k@v5kL20=17t (I;L10) : (2.2.3)
By Sobolev's inequality with s  3p   310 ; 2 < p < 6 and Lemma 2.1.1
kvk
L
20=17
t (I;L
10)
 C khiris vk
L
20=17
t (I;L
p)
 C
hti  32(1  2p)
L
20=17
t (I)

kJM hiris evkL1t (I;H 1)
+ kJm hiris v5kL1t (I;H 1) + kvkL1t (I;H+s)

 C

kJMevkL1t (I;H+s 1) + kJmv5kL1t (I;H+s 1) + kvkL1t (I;H+s)
 C;
where  = 52

1  2p

and we have assumed 6 > p > 6013 . We also have
kvk
L
20=17
t
(
I;H
1=2
10
)
 C

kJMevkL1t (I;H3=2) + kJmv5kL1t (I;H3=2) + kvkL1t (I;H5=2)  C
and
k@v5kL20=17t
(
I;H
1=2
p
)
 C

kJm@v5kL1t (I;H 1=2) + k@v5kL1t (I;H+1=2)

 C:
By Sobolev's inequality
kvk
Lrt
(
I;H1
p0
)  C kvkLrt (I;H2q)  C:
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Therefore by (2.2.3)
kwjkL1t (I;H5=2)  C"+ C
2:
Taking the Lrt
 
I;H2q

- norm of (2.2.2) with 1=q = 2=5 and applying the third and the rst
estimates of Lemma 2.1.2 we obtain with 2 = 1=2
kwjkLrt (I;H2q) 
UM (t) wj
Lrt (I;H2q)
+C

Z t
0
UM (t  )
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
1A d

Lrt (I;H2q)
 C
 wj
H5=2
+ C kv@v5kLr0t
(
I;H
3=2
q0
) : (2.2.4)
By the Holder inequality with 1=q0 = 3=5; 1=q = 2=5; 1=r0 = 17=20; 1=r = 3=20 we get
kv@v5kLr0t
(
I;H
3=2
q0
)
 C kvk
L
10=7
t (I;L
5)
kv5kLrt
(
I;H
5=2
q
) + C kvk
Lrt
(
I;H
3=2
q
) kv5kL10=7t (I;H15) :
We use Lemma 2.1.1 to nd
kv (t)kL5  C hti 
9
10 (kvkH5=3 + kJMvkH2=3)  C hti 
9
10 : (2.2.5)
Hence
kv@v5kLr0t
(
I;H
3=2
q0
)
 C
hti  910
L
10=7
t (I)

kvkL1t (I;H5=3) + kJMevkL1t (I;H2=3) + kJmv5kL1t (I;H5=3)
 C2:
Thus by (2.2.3) we obtain the estimate
kwjkL1t (I;H5=2) + kwjkLrt (I;H2q)  C"+ C
2: (2.2.6)
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For the estimate of w5, we get
kw5kLrt
(
I;H
5=2
q
)  Um (t) w5
Lrt
(
I;H
5=2
q
)
+C

Z t
0
Um (t  )
0@ i hiri 1m F5 (ev)
 i hiri 1m F5 (ev)
1A d

Lrt
(
I;H
5=2
q
)
 C
 w5
H3
+ C
ev2
Lr
0
t
(
I;H2
q0
)
 C
 w5
H3
+ C kevk
L
10=7
t (I;L
5)
kevkLrt (I;H2q)  C"+ C2 (2.2.7)
and
kw5kL1t (I;H3)  C
 w5
H3
+ C
ev2
L1t (I;H
2)
 C
 w5
H3
+ C kevk
L
20=17
t (I;L
10)
kevkLrt (I;H2q)
 C"+ C2: (2.2.8)
Since [LM ;Z] =  iA hiri 1M rLM ; the application of the operator Z to equation (2.2.1)
yields
LMZwj =

Z   iA hiri 1M r
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
1A :
Then by integrating with respect to time
Zwj = UM (t)Zwj +
Z t
0
UM (t  )

Z   iA hiri 1M r
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
1A d:
(2.2.9)
As above, taking the L1t
 
I;H3=2

and Lrt

I;H1=2q

- norms of (2.2.9) and applying Lemma
2.1.2 we obtain
kZwjkL1t (I;H3=2) + kZwjkLrt (I;H1q)
 C kwkH5=2;1
+C
X
jj1
 ZFj (v; @v5)
L1t (I;H1=2)
+
ZFj (v; @v5)
Lr
0
t
(
I;H
1=2
q0
)
!
:(2.2.10)
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We have by Holder's inequality
kZFj (v; @v5)kL1t (I;H1=2)
 C kvk
L
20=17
t
(
I;H
1=2
10
) kZ@v5kLrt(I;H1=2q ) + C kZvkLrt (I;Lp0) k@v5kL20=17t (I;H1=2p )
+C kZvk
Lrt
(
I;H
1=2
q
) k@v5kL20=17(I;L10)
 C"+ C2
and
kZFj (v; @v5)kLr0t
(
I;H
1=2
q0
)
 C kvk
L
10=7
t (I;L
5)
kZ@v5kLrt
(
I;H
1=2
q
) + C kZvk
Lrt
(
I;H
1=2
q
) k@v5kL10=7t (I;H15)
 C"+ C2:
In the same manner we nd the estimate
k@twjkL1t
(
I;H
3=2
q
) + k@twjkLrt (I;H1q)  C"+ C2: (2.2.11)
By the relation JM = iAZ   iALMx we get
kJMwjkL1t (I;H3=2)  kZwjkL1t (I;H3=2) + kLMxwjkL1t (I;H3=2) : (2.2.12)
Multiplying both sides of (2.2.1) by x, we nd
LMxwj =  iA [x; hiriM ]wj + x
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
1A : (2.2.13)
Since Ex = hiri 1M JM   iAtrhiri 1M by the Sobolev inequality we havex
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
1A
H3=2
 C"+ C2: (2.2.14)
Therefore by (2.2.10), (2.2.12) - (2.2.14)
kJMwjkL1t (I;H3=2)
 kZwjkL1t (I;H3=2) + kwjkL1t (I;H3=2)
+C
x
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (v; @v5)
1A
L1t (I;H3=2)
 C"+ C2;
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similarly,
kJMwjkLrt (I;H1q)  C"+ C
2:
We next consider the estimate of w5. Taking the L1t
 
I;H2

and Lrt

I;H3=2q

- norms to
the integral equation
Zw5 = Um (t)Zw5 +
Z t
0
Um (t  )

Z   iA hiri 1m r
0@ i hiri 1m F5 (ev)
 i hiri 1m F5 (ev)
1A d
and applying Lemma 2.1.2 we get
kZw5kL1t (I;H2) + kZw5kLrt
(
I;H
3=2
q
)
 C kwkH3;1 + C
X
jj1
 ZF5 (ev)
L1t (I;H
1)
+
ZF5 (ev)
Lr
0
t
(
I;H1
q0
)
!
 C kwkH3;1 + C kevkL20=17t (I;L10) kZevkLrt (I;H1q)
+C kevk
L
10=7
t (I;L
5)
kZevkLrt (I;H1q) + C kevkL20=17t (I;H1p) kZevkLrt (I;Lp0)
 C"+ C2: (2.2.15)
In the same way
kJmw5kL1t (I;H2) + kJmw5kLrt
(
I;H
3=2
q
)  C"+ C2 (2.2.16)
which in view of (2.2.6), (2.2.10) and (2.2.11) implies
kwkZI  + C2: (2.2.17)
Therefore the mapping M : w = M (v) dened by the problem (2.2.1), transforms a ball
ZI (2) into itself. Denote ew =M (ev) ; then in the same way as in the proof of (2.2.17) we
have
kw   ewkX  C kv   evkX :
Thus we nd that there exists an  such that M is a contraction mapping in ZI (2) and
so there exists a unique solution w = M (w). To prove the asymptotics of solutions, we
replace v by w in (2.2.9), then we have for t  t0
UM ( t)Zwj (t)  UM
  t0Zwj  t0
=
Z t
t0
UM ( )

Z   iA hiri 1M r
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (w; @w5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (w; @w5)
1A d:
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Hence by lemma with eI = ( 1; 0] and estimate (2.2.5)
UM ( t)Zwj (t)  UM   t0Zwj  t0H3=2


Z t
t0
UM ( )

Z   iA hiri 1M r
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (w; @w5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (w; @w5)
1A d

H3=2
 C2 hti 
since Z t
t0
hi  97 d

7
10
 C hti  15 ;
Z t
t0
hi 
3
2
(
1  2
p
)
20
17 d

17
20
 C hti  ;
where  =  3 (1  2=p) =2 + 17=20; 60=13 < p < 6: Similarly,
UM ( t)wj (t)  UM   t0wj  t0H5=2  C2 hti 
for all 0 > t > t0: As in derivation of estimate (2.2.12) we obtain
UM ( t)JMwj (t)  UM   t0JMwj  t0H3=2  C2 hti  :
Hence UM ( t)wj (t)  UM   t0wj  t0H5=2;1  C hti 
for all 0 > t > t0: Thus we see that there exists a unique nal state w j 2
 
H5=2;1
2
such
that UM ( t)wj (t)  w j 
H5=2;1
 C2 hti  :
In the same way as in the proofs of (2.2.7), (2.2.8), (2.2.15), (2.2.16) we nd that there
exists a unique nal state w 5 2
 
H3;1
2
Um ( t)w5 (t)  w 5 H3;1  C2 hti  :
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.0.1. In order to prove Theorem 2.0.2, we consider
the problem8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
LM

wj   UM (t)w+j

=
0@ i hiri 1M Fj (w; @w5)
 i hiri 1M Fj (w; @w5)
1A ;
Lm
 
w5   Um (t)w+5

=
0@ i hiri 1m F5 ( ew)
 i hiri 1m F5 ( ew)
1A ; (2.2.18)
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under the condition thatUM ( t)wj (t)  w+j 
H5=2;1
+
Um ( t)w5 (t)  w+5 H3;1 ! 0
as t ! 1: In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.0.1, we nd that there exists a
unique solution w and an " such that kwkZ[0;1)  C" for any w+ 2
 
H5=2;1 (")
4H3;1 (") :
We also have the time decay estimatesUM ( t)wj (t)  w+j 
H5=2;1
+
Um ( t)w5 (t)  w+5 H3;1  C2 hti  :
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.0.2.
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CHAPTER 3
SCATTERING PROBLEM FOR A SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR
KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS
We consider a system of semi-linear Klein-Gordon equations8><>:

2+m2j

uj = Nj (u; @u) ; (t; x) 2 RRn;
uj (0; x) =u
(1)
j (x) ; @tuj (0; x) =u
(2)
j (x) ; x 2 Rn;
(3.0.1)
where 2 = @2t   ;mj > 0; u = (u1; : : : ; ul), the partial derevative @ = (@t; @x) =
(@0; @1; : : : ; @n), the spatial dimension n = 2; 3. We assume that the nonlinearities Nj (y) 2
Cp0

C(2+n)l;C

satisfy the estimates
jNj (y) j  Cjyj2; j@yNj (y) j  Cjyj; j@yNj (y) j  C; 2  jj  p0 (3.0.2)
fol all jyj  1. Thus the nonlinearities Nj include quadratic terms, when we restrict our
attention to small solutions. Our purpose in the present paper is to prove asymptotic
stability of small solutions to (3.0.1) in the neighborhood of free solutions in the lower order
Sobolev spaces comparing with the previous works [2], [4], [5], [16], [17], [18]. The main
ingredent which will be used here is the method of \Klainerman vector elds". We will
rely on the expression of the Klainerman vector elds in terms of the operator itself and
of a convenient pseudodierential operator of order one. It allows us to treat the system
involving Klein-Gordon equation with positive masses and the wave equations (i.e. zero
masses Klein-Gordon equations). As an example of such a system will be considered the
system of massive Dirac-massless Klein-Gordon equations in three space dimensions.
For n = 2; 3 we denote the usual Lebesgue space by Lp = f 2 S0; kkLp <1g, where
the norm kkLp =
 R
Rn j (x) jpdx
 1
p , if 1  p <1 and kkL1 = supx2Rn j (x) j, if p =1:
Weighted Sobolev space
Hm;kp =
n
; kk
Hm;kp
 k hxik (1 )m2 kLp <1
o
;
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where m; k 2 R; 1  p  1; hxi = p1 + jxj2; = Pni=1 @2i . Homogeneous weighted
Sobolev space is dened by
_H
m;k
p =

; kk _Hm;kp  k hxi
k (1 )m 12 jrjkLp <1

:
In the sequal we use widely the fact that the spaces Hm;kp for 1 < p < 1 are stable under
Fourier multipliers of order 0, in particular by the operator hiri 1 ir (see [15]). We also
write for simplicity Hm;k = Hm;k2 ;H
m = Hm;02 , H
m
p = H
m;0
p , so we usually omit the index
0 if it does not cause a confusion. We use the same notations for vector valued functions.
The direct Fourier transform b() of the function (x) is dened by
F = b = (2) n2 Z
Rn
e i(x:)(x)dx;
then the inverse Fourier transformation is given by
F 1 = (2) n2
Z
Rn
ei(x:)()d:
We denote the free Klein-Gordon evolution group by
Um(t) =
0@ cos (hirimt) sin (hirimt)
  sin (hirimt) cos (hirimt)
1A ;
where hxim =
p
m2 + jxj2, so that hirim =
p
m2  . For the case of the massive Klein-
Gordon equations we introduce a closed ball Hm;kq (") with radius " > 0 and a center at the
origin in the function space
Hm;kq =
8<:v =
0@v(1)
v(2)
1A ; kv(1)k
Hm;kq
+ kv(2)k
Hm;kq
<1
9=; :
Dierent positive constants we denote by the same letter C.
Theorem 3.0.1. Let n = 3 and condition (3:0:2) be fullled with p0 = 4. Then there exists
" > 0 such that for any initial data
0@u(1)j
u(2)j
1A 2 H4;3("0); 1  j  l; with "0 2 0; " 43 i the
Cauchy problem (3:0:1) has a unique global solution
uj 2 C
 
[0;1) ;H4;3 \ C1  [0;1) ;H3;3
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and
kuj(t)kL1  C hti 
3
2
(
1  2
q
)
for all t  0; 1  j  l, where 2  q < 1. Furthermore, there exists a unique nal states0@u+(1)j
u
+(2)
j
1A 2 H4;1("); 1  j  l; satisfying
Umj ( t)
0@ uj(t)
hiri 1mj @tuj(t)
1A 
0@ u+(1)j
hiri 1mj u
+(2)
j
1A
H4;1
 C"2 hti 
for all t  0; 1  j  l, where 0 <  < 12 .
Theorem 3:0:1 shows the existence of nal states
0@u+(1)j
u
+(2)
j
1A 2 H4;1("): In other words the
small solution of (3:0:1) are asymptotically stable in the neighborhood of the free solutions.
Therefore, the inverse wave operator is well dened from (H4;3("0))l to (H4;1("))l.
Remark 3.0.1. Since the evolution operator Umj (t) is the unitary one in L
2L2, we nd
0@ uj(t)
hiri 1mj @tuj(t)
1A  Umj (t)
0@ u+(1)j
hiri 1mj u
+(2)
j
1A
H4
 C"2t 
for all t  0; 1  j  l, where 0 <  < 12 . Hence,
kuj(t) 

cos(hirimj t)u
+(1)
j + sin(hirimj t) hiri
 1
mj
u
+(2)
j

kH4  C"2 hti  :
We next consider the two dimensional case n = 2. Assume that nonlinear terms have a
special complex-conjugate structure,
N (u; @u) =
X
0r;s2;1m;kl
qmkrs@rum@suk; (3.0.3)
with complex vector coecients qmkrs. Following [5], we introduce the strong null condition.
Denition 3.0.1. We say that nonlinearities written by (3:0:3) satisfy the strong null con-
dition if X
1r;s2
qmkrsrs = 0
for any  = (0; 1; 2) 2
 
R3

; 1  m; k  l:
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For example, the nonlinearity
N (u; @u) = q1212

@1u1@2u2   @2u1@1u2

satises the strong null condition. Denote the operators Z(1) = t@1 + x1@t and Z(2) =
t@2 + x2@t. Then by the identity
N (u; @u) = q1212t 2

(Z(1)u1)Z(2)u2   (Z(2)u1)Z(1)u2
 (Z(1)u1)x2@tu2 + (x2@tu1)Z(1)u2   (x1@tu1)Z(2)u2 + (Z(2)u1)x1@tu2

it is clear that the strong null condition helps us gain more time decay properties of the
nonlinearity through the operator t@j + xj@t, so that the problem with the qudratic non-
linearity in two space dimensions behaves like the asymptotically free one. Indeed, we have
the following result.
Theorem 3.0.2. Let condition (3:0:2) be fullled with p0 = 5. Suppose that the quadratic
nonlinear terms of the nonlinearity satisfy the strong null condition. Then there exists
" > 0 such that for any initial data
0@u(1)j
u(2)j
1A 2 H5;4("0); 1  j  l; with "0 2 0; " 54 i, Cauchy
problem (3:0:1) has a unique global solution,
uj 2 C
 
[0;1) ;H5;4 \ C1  [0;1) ;H4;4
and
kuj(t)kL1  C hti 1
for all t  0; 1  j  l. Furthermore there exists a unique nal states
0@u+(1)j
u
+(2)
j
1A 2
H4;1("); 1  j  l, satisfyingUmj ( t)
0@ uj(t)
hiri 1mj @tuj(t)
1A 
0@ u+(1)j
hiri 1mj u
+(2)
j
1A
H4;1
 C"2 hti 
for all t  0; 1  j  l, where 0 <  < 12 .
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Theorem 3:0:2 shows the existence of nal scattering states
0@u+(1)j
u
+(2)
j
1A 2 H4;1("): Namely,
the inverse wave operator is well dened from (H5;4("0))l to (H4;1("))l, and the small solu-
tions of (3:0:1) are asymptotically stable in the neighborhood of the free solutions.
Remark 3.0.2. By the proof of Theorem 3:0:2 we nd that
kuj(t) 

cos(hirimj t)u
+(1)
j + sin(hirimj t) hiri 1mj u
+(2)
j

kH4  C"2t 1:
We now apply our method to the Dirac-Klein-Gordon equations8><>:

 iP3=0 @ +M = ig4 ; 
2+m2

 = g 0 ;
(3.0.4)
where 2 = @2t  ;m  0;M > 0; g 2 R,
 =  (t; x) = ( 1(t; x);  2(t; x);  3(t; x);  4(t; x)) 2 C4
is a spinor eld, and  = (t; x) 2 R is a scalar eld. We use the coordinates t = x0,
x = (x1; x2; x3) on R1+3, and @ = @@x , where fg are the 4 4 Dirac matrices, given by
0 =
0BBBBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0  1 0
0 0 0  1
1CCCCCCA ; 
1 =
0BBBBBB@
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0  1 0 0
 1 0 0 0
1CCCCCCA ;
2 =
0BBBBBB@
0 0 0  i
0 0 i 0
0 i 0 0
 i 0 0 0
1CCCCCCA ; 
3 =
0BBBBBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0  1
 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1CCCCCCA :
Here   denotes the adjoint. We have
 0 = j 1j2 + j 2j2   j 3j2   j 4j2:
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The 4 4 matrix 4 is dened by
4 =  i0123 =  
0BBBBBB@
0 0  1 0
0 0 0  1
 1 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
1CCCCCCA :
Note that  +  = 0 for  6=  and 00 = 1 and  = -1 for  = 1; 2; 3; where
1 = [jk]1j;k4; jk = 0 if j 6= k and jj = 1. Then by a direct computation we get
3X
=0
3X
=0
@@ = 12
and so by (3:0:4)
 
2+M2

 =
0@i 3X
=0
@ +M
1A  i 3X
=0
@ +M
!
 
= ig
0@i 3X
=0
@ +M
1A4 
=  g
3X
=0
4 @+ ig
0@i 3X
=0
@ +M
1A 4 
=  g
3X
=0
4 @+ ig4
0@ i 3X
=0
@ +M
1A 
=  g
3X
=0
4 @  g22 
and
 
2+m2

 = g
 j 1j2 + j 2j2   j 3j2   j 4j2 ;
where we have used the identities 4 =  4 for  = 0; 1; 2; 3 and 44 = 1: Therefore,
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we consider the system of Klein-Gordon equations instead of (3:0:4)8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
 
2+M2

 =  g22   gP3=0 4 @; 
2+m2

 = g
 j 1j2 + j 2j2   j 3j2   j 4j2 ;
 j(0; x) =  
(1)
j ; @t j(0; x) =  
(2)
j ; j = 1; 2; 3; 4;
(0; x) = 
(1)
; @t(0; x) = 
(2)
; x 2 R3:
(3.0.5)
In the case of M > 0;m > 0, the asymptotic stability of small solutions was obtained in
Theorem 3:0:1 .
We now consider the case M > 0;m = 0. We introduce a closed ball _H
m;k
q (") with a radius
" and a center in the origin in the vector function space _H
m;k
q of initial data for massless
Klein-Gordon equations,
_H
m;k
q =
8<:v =
0@v(1)
v(2)
1A ; kv(1)k _Hm;kq + kv(2)kHm 1;kq <1
9=; :
Theorem 3.0.3. Let M > 0 and m = 0. Then there exists " > 0 such that for any initial
data
0@ (1)j
 
(2)
j
1A 2 H4;3("0),
0@(1)

(2)
1A 2 _H4;3("0) with "0 2 0; " 43 i ; Cauchy problem (3:0:5) has
a unique global solution,
 j 2 C
 
[0;1) ;H4;3 \ C1  [0;1) ;H3;3 ;
 2 C

[0;1) ; _H4;3

\ C1  [0;1) ;H3;3 ;
and
k j(t)kL1  Ct 
3
2
(
1  2
q
)
; kir (t) kL1  C hti 1 ;
where 2  p < 1, for all t  0; 1  j  4. Furthermore, there exists a unique nal states0@ +(1)j
 
+(2)
j
1A 2 H4;1(") satisfying
UM ( t)
0@  j (t)
hiri 1M @t j (t)
1A 
0@  +(1)j
hiri 1M  +(2)j
1A
H4;1
 C"2t 
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for all t  0; 1  j  4, where 0 <  < 12 and there exists a unique
0@+(1)
+(2)
1A 2 _H4;1(")
satisfying
U0( t)
0@  (t)
jirj 1@t (t)
1A 
0@ +(1)
jirj 1+(2)
1A
_H
4;1
 C"2t 
for all t  0.
Theorem 3:0:3 shows the existence of nal states
0@ +(1)j
 
+(2)
j
1A 2 H4;1(") and
0@+(1)
+(2)
1A 2
_H
4;1
("): Namely, the inverse wave operator is well-dened from (H4;3("0))4  _H4;3("0) to
(H4;1("))4  _H4;1(") and the small solutions of (3:0:5) are asymptotically stable in the
neighborhood of the free solutions.
Remark 3.0.3. By virtue of Theorem 3:0:3, we have
k j(t) 

cos(hiriM t) +(1)j + sin(hiriM t) hiri 1M  +(2)j

kH4  C"2t 
and
k(t) 

cos(jirjt)+(1) + sin(jirjt)jirj 1+(2)

k _H4  C"
2t :
We can see the previous work on (4) in [2], where the higher order Sobolev spaces H26 used
for the initial data.
Our result is obtained through a new time decay estimates of solutions to the inhomo-
geneous equations 8>>>>><>>>>>:
Lmjw =
0B@ i hiri 1m f
 i hiri 1m f
1CA ;
w (0; x) = w;
(3.0.6)
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where Lm = E@t +A hirim ; hirim =
p
m2  ;m > 0;
E =
0@ 1 0
0 1
1A ;A =
0@ 1 0
0  1
1A ;
w =
0@w(1)
w(2)
1A = 1
2
0@ u+ i hiri 1m @tu
u  i hiri 1m @tu
1A ;
w =
0@w(1)
w(2)
1A = 1
2
0@ u(1) + i hiri 1m u(2)
u(1)   i hiri 1m u(2)
1A :
Then the solution u of the usual inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation8><>:
 
@2t  +m2

u = f;
u (0) = u(1); @tu (0) = u(2);
(3.0.7)
can be representated by u = w(1) + w(2). We introduce the free evolution group of (3:0:6)
Um(t) =
0@ e ithirim 0
0 eithirim
1A :
The operator
Jm = hirim Um(t)xUm( t) = hirim

xE+ itA hiri 1m r

(3.0.8)
= xE hirim   E hiri 1m r+ itAr
is useful for obtaining the time decay estimates of solutions ( see Lemma 3:1:1 below), where
we have used the commutation relationh
x; hirim
i
= F 1
h
ir; him
i
F =  hiri 2m r (3.0.9)
and the notation
Jm =

J (1)m ; : : : ;J (n)m

=

hirim Um(t)x1Um( t); : : : ; hirim Um(t)xnUm( t)

:
By a direct calculation we see that the commutation relation
[Lm;Jm] = 0
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is true. However, it is dicult to calculate the action of Jm on the nonlinearity since
Jm can not be considered as a rst order dierential operator on the power nonlinearities.
Therefore, we use the rst order dierential operator
Z = E (tr+ x@t) =

Z(1); : : : ;Z(n)

which is closed related to Jm by
Z(j) = Lmxj   iAJ (j)m (3.0.10)
and it almost commutes with Lm since by a direct calculation,
[Lm;Z] = Er  iA [x; hirim] @t =  iA hiri 1m rLm: (3.0.11)
The operator Z was introduced by Klainerman [11] to obtain decay estimates of solutions
to linear Klein-Gordon equations and the estimates were improved by [2], [5], [6], [1]. We
also use the following commutation relationsh
Z(j); hiri 1m @xk
i
=

hiri 3m @xk@xj   hiri 1m jk

(Lm   iA hirim) (3.0.12)
[x;Lm] = iA [x; hirim] = iA hiri 1m r;
h
xj ;Z(k)
i
= Et [xj ; @xk ] =  iEtjk; (3.0.13)
h
Z(j);J (k)m
i
=

E
 
t@xj + xj@t

; hirim xk + iAt@xk

= Et hirim jk + E hiri 1m @xjxk@t + iAxj@xk   iAjkt@t
=  ijktLm + hiri 1m

E@xjZ(k) + iAJ (j)m @xk

:
3.1 LEMMAS
We rst prove time decay estimates through the operator Jm for any smooth and decaying
functions. We note here that Jm was used to study nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations with
a super critical nonlinearity in two space dimensions (see, [7], [8]).
Lemma 3.1.1. Let m > 0. Then the estimate
kkLp  C hti 
n
2
(
1  2
p
)
kk1 
n
2
(
1  2
p
)
H kJmk
n
2
(
1  2
p
)
H 1 + C hti
 n
2
(
1  2
p
)
kkH
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is valid for all t  0, where  =  n2 + 1 1  2p ; 2  p < 2nn 2 and n  2, provided the
right-hand side is nite. Furthermore, the estimates are true,
kkLp  C hti 
n
2
(
1  2
p
)
kUm ( t)Jmk
n
3
(
1  2
p
)
H 1;
1
2
kk1 
n
3
(
1  2
p
)
H
+ C hti 
n
2
(
1  2
p
)
kkH
and
kkLp  C hti 
n
2
(
1  2
p
) X
jj2
kJ mk
n
3
(
1  2
p
)
H 2 kk
1 n
3
(
1  2
p
)
H
+ C hti 
n
2
(
1  2
p
)
kkH
for all t  0, where  =  n2 + 1 1  2p ; 2  p < 2nn 3 and n  3, provided the right-hand
sides are nite.
Proof. By the Sobolev inequality we nd
kkLp  Ckk
H
n
2 (1  2p )
for 2  p <1; n  2; hence the estimates of lemma follow for all jtj  1. We consider now
jtj  1. We have the L1  L1 time decay estimate for the free evolution group Um (t) ( see
Lemma 1 in [12]).
kkL1 = kUm(t)Um( t)kL1  Cjtj 
n
2 k hirin+22 Um( t)kL1 : (3.1.1)
Since kkL2 = kUm( t)kL2 , then by interpolation we get
kkLp  Cjtj 
n
2
(1  2
p )k hirim Um( t)kLp0 ; (3.1.2)
where p0 = pp 1 ;  = (n+22 )(1   2p). Taking  =
jxj 1
L2
kk 
1

L2
,and applying the Holder
inequality, we obtain
kkLp0  k(+ jxj) k
L
2p
p 2
k(+ jxj)kL2
 Cn2 (1  2p ) 
jxj
L2
+ C
n
2
(1  2
p
)kkL2 (3.1.3)
 C
jxj n2 (1  2p )
L2
kk1 
n
2
(1  2
p
)
L2
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since 2  p < 2nn 2 ;  > 0: Substitution of (3:1:3) into (3:1:2) yields
k(t)kLp Cjtj 
n
2
(1  2
p
)k hirim Um( t)k
1  n
2
(1  2
p
)
L2

jxj hirim Um( t) n2 (1  2p )
L2
: (3.1.4)
By (3:0:9) we get identity
Um(t)x hirim Um( t) = hiri 1m Jm +  hiri 2m ir: (3.1.5)
Hence,
kx hirim Um( t)kL2  CkkH 1 + CkJmkH 1 : (3.1.6)
We apply (3:1:6) with  =  to (3:1:4) with  = 1 to obtain the rst estimate of Lemma
3:1:1.
We next consider the second estimate. Taking  = 32 in (3:1:3) we nd that
kkLp0  C
jxj 32n3 (1  2p )
L2
kk1 
n
3
(1  2
p
)
L2
for any 2  p < 2nn 3 . Therefore, we get by (3:1:2) and (3:1:5)
kkLp  Cjtj 
n
2
(1  2
p
)
3X
j=1
jxj 12xj hirim Um( t)n3 (1  2p )
L2
 k hirim Um( t)k
1 n
3
(1  2
p
)
L2
 Cj tj n2 (1  2p )
jxj 12Um( t) hiri 2m irn3 (1  2p )
L2
kk1 
n
3
(1  2
p
)
H
+ Cj tj n2 (1  2p )
jxj 12 hiri 1m Um( t)Jmn3 (1  2p )
L2
kk1 
n
3
(1  2
p
)
H (3.1.7)
which implies the second estimate of lemma if we apply the inequality
jxj 12Um( t)2
L2
=

jxj 12Um( t); jxj 12Um( t)

=

;Um(t)jxjUm( t)

 kkL2kxUm( t)kL2 : (3.1.8)
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By (3:1:8); (3:1:7) and (3:1:5) we obtain
kkLp  Cjtj 
n
2
(1  2
p
) (kJmkH 2 + kkH 2)
n
6
(1  2
p
)
 kk
n
6
(1  2
p
)
H 1 kk
1 n
3
(1  2
p
)
H
+ Cjtj n2 (1  2p )
jxj 12 hiri 1m Um( t)Jmn3 (1  2p )
L2
kk1 
n
3
(1  2
p
)
H
 Cjtj n2 (1  2p )kk1 
n
3
(1  2
p
)
H
X
jj1

kJ mkH 2kkH
n
6
(1  2
p
)
+
X
jj2
kJ mk
n
6
(1  2
p
)
H 2 kk
n
6
(1  2
p
)
H 2

: (3.1.9)
By (3.1.9) in view of the inequality ab  12(a2 + b2) we get the last estimate of the lemma.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.1. 
We next consider time decay estimates involving the operators Z and Lm.
Lemma 3.1.2. Let m > 0. Then the following estimate is valid:
kkLp  C hti 
n
2
(
1  2
p
)
kkH + kZkH 1

+C hti 
n
2
(
1  2
p
)
kLmkH 1;1
for all t  0, where  =  n2 + 1 1  2p ; 2  p < 2nn 2 and n  2, provided that the
right-hand side is nite. Furthermore, the estimate is true:
kkLp  C hti 
n
2
(
1  2
p
)X
jj2
kZkH jj +
X
jj1
kLmZkH 2;1
+(kLmkH 1;2 + hti kLmkH 1;1)
1
2 kLmk
1
2
H 1;1

;
for all t  0, where  =  n+22  1  2p ; 2  p < 2nn 3 and n  3, provided that the right-hand
side is nite.
Proof. By (3:0:10) and (3:0:13) we have the identity
Jm = iAZ   E hiri 1m ir  iAxLm: (3.1.10)
Therefore, we get
kJmkH 1  CkZkH 1 + kkH 1 + CkxLmkH 1 : (3.1.11)
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In view of the rst estimate of Lemma 3:1:1 and (3:1:11) the rst estimate of the lemma
follows.
By the second estimate of Lemma 3:1:1 we have
kkLp C hti 
n
2
(1  2
p
)

kJmkH 1 + kkH
+
jxj 12 hiri 1 Um( t)Jm
L2

: (3.1.12)
We again apply (3:1:10) to getjxj 12 hiri 1m Um( t)Jm
L2
 C
jxj 12Um( t) hiri 1m Z
L2
+ C
jxj 12Um( t)x hiri 1m Lm
L2
+ C
jxj 12Um( t) hiri 2m r
L2
:
Then via (3:1:8) we ndjxj 12 hiri 1m Um( t)Jm
L2
 CkkH 1 + CkZkH 1
+ Ckx hiri 1m Um( t) hiri 2m rkL2 + Ckx hiri 1m ZkL2
+ Ckx hiri 1m Um( t)xLmk
1
2
L2
kxLmk
1
2
H 1
and by (3:1:6) with  =    1 we obtainjxj 12 hiri 1m Um( t)Jm
L2
 CkkH 1 + CkZkH 1
+ CkJm hiri 2m rkH 2 + CkJmZkH 2
+ C

kxLmk
1
2
H 2 + kJmxLmk
1
2
H 2

kxLmk
1
2
L2
:
By (3:0:8),(3:0:9) and (3:1:10) we nd
kJm hiri 2m rkH 2  CkJmkH 2 + CkkH 2
 C
X
jj1
kZkH 2 + CkLmkH 2;1 :
We also have by (3:1:10)
kJmZkH 2  C
X
jj2
kZkH 2 + CkLmZkH 2;1
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and by a direct calculation we get
kJmxLmkH 2  CkLmkH 1;2 + CtkLmkH 1;1 :
Therefore, we havejxj 12 hiri 1m Um( t)Jm
L2
 C
X
jj2
kZkH jj + C
X
jj1
kLmZkH 2;1
+ C (kLmkH 1;2 + tkLmkH 1;1)
1
2 kLmk
1
2
H 1;1 : (3.1.13)
By virtue of (3.1.12) and (3.1.13) the last estimate of the lemma follows. This completes
the proof of Lemma 3.1.2. 
In the case n = 2 we have the following estimate.
Lemma 3.1.3. Let m > 0. Then the estimate
kkH11  C hti
 1 kkH3 + C hti 1 kUm ( t)JmkH2;
is valid, for all t  0, where  > 0.
Proof. We have by (3:1:1) and (3:0:9)
kkH11  Cjtj
 1k hiri3 Um( t)kL1
 Cjtj 1

kkH3 + k hxi hiri3m Um( t)kL2

: (3.1.14)
Then by identity (3.0.8) we have hiri3m xUm( t) = hiri2m Um( t)Jm which implies the
desired result. Lemma 3.1.3 is proved. 
In the next lemma we state the time decay estimates through the operators Z and Lm
in the two dimensional case.
Lemma 3.1.4. Let m > 0. Then the estimate
kkH11  C hti
 1

kkH3
+
0@X
jj2
kZk
H1
+
X
jj1
kxLmZkH1
1A X
jj1
kZk1 
H2
+ kLmkH2;2kLmk1 H2;1 + hti
 kLmkH2;1

is valid, for all t  0, where  2 (0; 1).
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Proof. We have by Lemma 3:1:3 and identity (3:1:10)
kkH11  C hti
 1

kkH3 + kUm( t)kH2;
+kUm( t)ZkH2; + kUm( t)xLmkH2;

:
Applying the Holder inequality and the denition of Jm by (3:0:8); we obtain
kUm( t)kH2;  CkkH2 + C
jxj hirim Um( t)
H1
 CkkH2 + Ckx hirim Um( t)kH1kk1 H2
= CkkH2 + CkJmkH1kk1 H2 :
Then by (3:1:10) we nd the estimates
kUm( t)kH2;  CkkH2
+ C

kZk
H1
+ kxLmkH1

kk1 
H2
and
kUm( t)ZkH2;  CkZkH2
+ C

kZ2k
H1
+ kxLmZkH1

kZk1 
H2
:
In the same manner via (3:0:8) we obtain
kUm( t)xLmkH2;
 CkxLmkH2 + CkJmxLmkH1kxLmk1 H2
 CkLmkH2;2kLmk1 H2;1 + C hti
 kLmkH2;1 ;
from which the estimate of the lemma follows. Lemma 3.1.4 is proved. 
We next consider the time decay estimates for the case m = 0, which is needed to prove
Teorem 3:0:3.
Lemma 3.1.5. The estimates are valid:
kkLp  Cjtj 
n 1
2
(
1  2
p
) X
jj1
jirj 1J 0 n2
(
1  2
p
)
L2
jirj1 n2 (1  2p)
L2
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and
kkLq Ct 1

krJ0kL~q + krkL~q

+ Ct 
n 1
2
(1  2
q
)krk
1
2
(1  2
q
)
H1+[
n 1
2 ]
kk
1
2
(1  2
q
)
H1+[
n 1
2 ]
kk
2
q
L2
where  = n+12

1  2p

and 2  p < 2nn 2 ; n  2; 1q = 1~q   1n ; ~q  2; provided that the
right-hand sides are nite.
Proof. By Lp   Lq time decay estimate of solutions to the linear wave equations obtained
by Brenner [3] and (3:1:3) we have
kkLp = kU0(t)U0( t)kLp  Cjtj 
n 1
2
(1  2
p
)
jirjU0( t)
Lp0
 Cjtj n 12 (1  2p )
jxjjirjU0( t)n2 (1  2p )
L2
jirjU0( t)1 n2 (1  2p )
L2
;
where p0 = pp 1 ;  = n+12 (1  2p) and 2  p < 2n2 n : In the same way as in the proofs of (3:1:5)
and (3:1:6) we havexjirjU0( t)
L2
 C
jirj 1
L2
+ C
jirj 1J0
L2
:
Therefore we have the rst estimate of lemma.
The second estimate for all jtj < 1 is a consequence of the Sobolev inequality. Consider
now jtj  1. We have the identities with J0 = xEjirj+ itAr  Ejirj 1r
jxj 1x  J0

irjirj 1 + E

jxj 1x  rjirj 2

ir = At

jxj 1x  ir

jirj 1ir+ jxjEir
and
A

J0  irjirj 1

irjirj 1   iAirjirj 1 = Ajxj

jxj 1x  ir

jirj 1ir+ tEir:
Therefore,
(t jxj)  EA  jxj 1x  irjirj 1 ir
=  iAirjirj 1 +A  J0  irjirj 1 irjirj 1
  jxj 1x  J0 irjirj 1  E  jxj 1x  rjirj 1 irjirj 1: (3.1.15)
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From (3:1:15) we have
 
E+A
 jxj 1x  irjirj 1 ir
=
1
t+ jxj

 iAirjirj 1 +A  J0  irjirj 1 irjirj 1
+
 jxj 1x  J0 irjirj 1 + E  jxj 1x  rjirj 1 irjirj 1
and
 
E A  jxj 1x  irjirj 1 ir
=
1
t  jxj

 iAirjirj 1 +A  J0  irjirj 1 irjirj 1
   jxj 1x  J0 irjirj 1   E  jxj 1x  rjirj 1 irjirj 1:
Summing up the both identities, and taking the absolut value of the resulting identity, we
obtain
jr(x)j  C

1
(t+ jxj) +
1
(t  jxj)


irjirj 1(x)+ (J0  ir)irjirj 2(x)
+
J0irjirj 1(x)+ r2jirj 2(x):
Taking Lq
 jxj < t2, we nd that
krkLq(jxj< t2)  Ct
 1

irjirj 1
Lq
+
(J0  ir)irjirj 2
Lq
+
J0irjirj 1
Lq
+
r2jirj 2
Lq

:
By the commutation relation
h
J (j)0 ; jirj 1@k
i
=  Ejk   iEjirj 2@j@k we nd
krkLq(jxj< t2)  Ct
 1

kJ0kLq + kkLq

 Ct 1

krJ0kL~q + krkL~q

(3.1.16)
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for any smooth vector-function  and 1q =
1
~q   1n  0. Using the Sobolev inequality on a
sphere we also have for all jxj > t2
j(x)j2jxjn 1 =  
Z 1
jxj
@rj(r; )j2rn 1dr  Ckrk
H
1+[n 12 ]kkH1+[n 12 ]
for any  2 C10 (Rn), which implies
sup
jxj> t
2
j(x)j  Ct n 12 krk
1
2
H
1+[n 12 ]
kk
1
2
H
1+[n 12 ]
: (3.1.17)
Therefore by (3:1:17)
kkLq(jxj> t
2
)  Ckk
1  2
q
L1(jxj> t
2
)
kk
2
q
L2(jxj> t
2
)
 Ct n 12 (1  2q )krk
1
2
(1  2
q
)
H
1+[n 12 ]
kk
1
2
(1  2
q
)
H
1+[n 12 ]
kk
2
q
L2
: (3.1.18)
From (3.1.16) and (3.1.18) the second estimate of the lemma follows. Lemma 3.1.5 is proved.

Lemma 3.1.6. The following estimates are true:
kkLp  Cjtj 
n 1
2
(
1  2
p
)jirj 1Z
L2
+
jirj 1
L2
+
jirj 1xL0
L2
n
2
(
1  2
p
)jirj1 n2 (1  2p)
L2
and
kkLq  Ct 1
rZ
L~q
+
rxL0L~q + rL~q
+Ct 
n 1
2
(1  2
q
)krk
1
2
(1  2
q
)
H1+[
n 1
2 ]
kk
1
2
(1  2
q
)
H1+[
n 1
2 ]
kk
2
q
L2
where  = n+12

1  2p

and 2  p < 2nn 2 ; n  2; 1q = 1~q   1n  0; ~q  2; provided that the
right-hand sides are nite.
Proof. By the identity (3:1:10) we obtainjirj 1J0
L2
C
jirj 1Z
L2
+ C
jirj 1xL0
L2
+ C
jirj 1
L2
and
kJ0kL~q CkrZkL~q + CkrxL0kL~q + CkrkL~q :
Therefore, by Lemma 3:1:5 we have the desired result. 
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3.2 PROOF OF THEOREM 3:0:1
We put
wj (t; x) =
0@ w(1)j
w
(2)
j
1A = 1
2
0@ uj + i hiri 1mj @tuj
uj   i hiri 1mj @tuj
1A ;
wj (0; x) = wj(x) =
0@ w(1)j
w(2)j
1A = 1
2
0@ u(1)j + i hiri 1mj u(2)j
u(1)j   i hiri 1mj u
(2)
j
1A :
Then the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation (3:0:1) can be rewritten as a system of equations,8>>>>><>>>>>:
Lmjwj = hiri 1mj Fj (w) ; (t; x) 2 RR3
j = 1; : : : ; l;
wj (0; x) = wj (x) ; x 2 R3;
(3.2.1)
where Lmj = E@t + iA hirimj ; hirimj =
q
m2j  ; mj > 0; and
Fj (w) =
0@ F(1)j (w)
F(2)j (w)
1A
= ibNj

w(1) + w(2); hirimj

w(1)   w(2)

;r

w(1) + w(2)

with b =
0@ 1
 1
1A : We introduce function space
XT =
n
 2 C

[0; T ] ; (L2)l  (L2)l

; kkXT <1
o
;
with the norm
kkXT = sup
t2[0;T ]
lX
j=1
X
jj3

kZjkH4 jj + k@tZjkH3 jj

= sup
t2[0;T ]
lX
j=1

hti 1 kjkH3;1 + hti 2 kjkH2;2

:
Denote by XT;" a closed ball of a radius " > 0 with a center at the origin in the space XT .
By the contraction mapping principle we can easily obtain the local existence of solutions
to (3:2:1).
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Proposition 3.2.1. Let the initial functions wj 2
 
H4;3
2
; 1  j  l, and the norm
kwjkH4;3 = "0: Then there exists a time T  O(" 10 ) and a unique solution w 2 XT;2" of
(3:2:1).
It is sucient to prove that there exists " > 0 such that a priori estimates kwkXT <
"( "
3
4
0 ) hold for any T > 0 to get global solutions to (3:2:1). In order to prove a priori
estimates we devide the proof into several lemmas.
We note here that in what follows constants C appearing in the proof below do not
depend on T: The integral equation associated with (3:2:1) is written as
wj(t) = Umj (t)wj +
Z t
0
Umj (t  ) hiri 1mj Fj(w)()d: (3.2.2)
Taking the H4-norm of (3:2:2) we obtain
kwj(t)kH4  kwjkH4 + C
Z t
0
kFj(w)()kH3d
 kwjkH4 + C
Z t
0

"kw()kH11
+kw()kH26kw()kH33 + kw()k
3
H26

d: (3.2.3)
Since w 2 XT;" we also have for (k = 1; 2  p  1), and (k = 3; p = 2)
k@twj(t)kHkp  Ckwj(t)kHk+1p + CkFj(w)(t)kHk 1p  Ckwj(t)kHk+1p
 2kw(t)kHk+1p :
Therefore, a priori estimates of time derevative of solutions are obtained through the es-
timates of space derevative solutions. We consider second term of (3.2.3). By the Sobolev
inequality and the rst estimate of Lemma 3:1:2 we get
hti 12 kwkH33  CkwkH4 + CkZwkH3
+C
lX
j=1
kFj(w)kH2;1  C"+ C
lX
j=1
kFj(w)kH2;1 (3.2.4)
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and for 61+2 < q < 6;  2 (0; 12)
hti 32 (1  2q )kwkH26  C hti
3
2
(1  2
q
) k hiri2+ wkLq
 CkwkH4 + CkZwkH3 + C
lX
j=1
kFj(w)kH2;1
 C"+ C
lX
j=1
kFj(w)kH2;1 : (3.2.5)
Also by the Sobolev inequality, identity (3:0:11); and the second estimate of Lemma 3:1:2
we obtain for 3 < p <1;  2 (0; 12)
kwkH11  Ck hiri
1+ wkLp
 C hti  32 (1  2p )
lX
j=1
X
jj2
kZwkH4 jj +
X
jj1
kZ hiri 1mj Fj(w)kH2;1
+ (kFj(w)kH2;2 + hti kFj(w)kH2;1)
1
2 kFj(w)k
1
2
H2;1

: (3.2.6)
In the next lemma we estimate the nonlinearity Fj(w) in the norms H2;1 and H2;2:
Lemma 3.2.2. Let w 2 XT;" be a local solution of (3:2:1) such that the inequality
hti 12 kwkH33 + hti
3
2
(1  2
q
) kwkH26  C"+ C
lX
j=1
kFj(w)kH2;1 (3.2.7)
is true for 3  q < 6. Then the following estimate are valid:
hti 12 kwkH33 + hti
1  3
2q kwkH24 + hti
3
2
(1  2
q
) kwkH26  C"
and
lX
j=1

hti kFj(w)kH2;1 + kFj(w)kH2;2

 C"2 hti 3q
for all t 2 [0; T ], where 3  q < 6.
Proof. By applying the identities(3:0:8) and (3:1:10) we nd
xE = iA hiri 1mj Z   E hiri
 2
mj
ir  iAt hiri 1mj ir  iA hiri
 1
mj
xLmj :
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Therefore, by the Sobolev inequality
kkL3  CkkH1
and estimate (3:2:7) we get
kwk
H3;13
 kwkH33 + kxwkH33
 C
lX
j=1

kZwjkH3 + kLmjwjkH3;1 + hti kwjkH33

 C hti 12
lX
j=1
("+ kFj(w)kH2;1) : (3.2.8)
We use the Holder inequality and estimate (3:2:7) to obtain
lX
j=1
kFj(w)kH2;1  CkwkH26kwkH3;13
 C hti 3q 1
lX
j=1
("+ kFj(w)kH2;1)2 : (3.2.9)
Since w 2 XT;" we see that kFj(w)kH2;1  Ckwk2XT  CT"2. Thus by (3:2:9) we nd
lX
j=1
kFj(w)kH2;1  C"2 hti
3
q
 1
: (3.2.10)
for all t 2 [0; 1]. Then by a standard continuation argument we obtain (3:2:10) for all
t 2 [0; T ]. By (3:2:7) and (3:2:10) we have for 3  q < 6
hti 12 kwkH33 + hti
3
2
(1  2
q
) kwkH26  C"+ C"
2: (3.2.11)
Applying the Holder inequality and estimates (3:2:11) we can write
kwkH24  kwk
1
2
H23
kwk
1
2
H26
 C hti 32q 1 ("+ C"2):
Thus, the rst estimates of the lemma is true. Substituting (3:2:10) in to (3:2:8) yields
kwk
H3;13
 C" hti 12 : (3.2.12)
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As in the proof of (3.2.8) we estimate via (3.2.10) and (3.2.11)
kwk
H1;16
 kwkH16 + kxwkH16
 C
lX
j=1

kZwjkH1 + kLmjwjkH1;1 + hti kwjkH16

 C" hti 3q  12
for 3  q < 6. Then as above by virtue of (3.2.10) and (3.2.11) we get
kwk
H2;14
 kwkH24 + kxwkH24
 C
lX
j=1

kZwjkH2 + kLmjwjkH2;1 + hti kwjkH24

 C" hti 32q
for 3  q < 6. Hence, we obtain
lX
j=1
kFj(w)kH2;2  CkwkH3;13 kwkH1;16 + kwk
2
H2;14
 C"2 hti 3q :
Thus, the second estimate of the lemma is fullled. Lemma (3.2.2) is proved.
We continue to prove Theorem 3:0:1. By equation (3:2:1) we have @twj =  iA hirimj wj+
hiri 1mj Fj(w). Hence k@twjkH0;1 = CkwjkH1;1+kFj(w)kH0;1  C" hti. Therefore, by (3:0:9)
we nd
X
jj1
kZ hiri 1mj Fj(w)kH2;1
 Ck@tFj(w)kH0;1 +
X
jj1
kZFj(w)kH1;1
 C" hti kwkH11 +
X
jj1
kZFj(w)kH1;1 : (3.2.13)
We now apply (3:1:10); (3:0:8) and the rst estimate of Lemma 3:2:2 (we note that the
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condition (3:2:7) of the lemma follows from (3:2:4) and (3:2:5)). We have for 3  q < 6X
jj1
kZFj(w)kH1;1  C
X
jj1
kZwk
H2;13
kwkH26
 C" hti  32 (1  2q )
lX
k=1
X
jj1

kJmkZwkkH13 + hti kZ
wkkH23

:
Using (3:0:10); (3:0:11) and (3:0:13) we nd
JmkZ =  x

iAZ + jj hiri 1mk ir

Lmk +

iAZ   hiri 1mk ir

Z :
Therefore, by the Sobolev inequality kkH13  CkkH2 we getX
jj1
kZFj(w)kH1;1  C" hti
3
q
  1
2
X
jj2
kZwkH4 jj
+ C" hti  32 (1  2q )
lX
k=1
X
jj1
kxZ hiri 1mk Fk(w)kH2 :
Substitution of the last estimate into (3:2:13) yieldsX
jj1
kZ hiri 1mj Fj(w)kH2;1  C" hti kwkH11 + C" hti
3
q
  1
2 kwkXT;"
+ C" hti  32 (1  2q )
lX
k=1
X
jj1
kxZ hiri 1mk Fk(w)kH2 :
Hence for w 2 XT;" we obtain
(1  C")
lX
j=1
X
jj1
kZ hiri 1mj Fj(w)kH2;1  C" hti kwkH11 + C"
2 hti 3q  12 : (3.2.14)
We substitute (3:2:14) and the second estimate of Lemma 3:2:2 (we recall that Lemma 3:2:2
applies because of (3:2:4) and (3:2:5)) into the right-hand side of (3:2:6) to get for 5  q < 6
and 9  p <1
kwkH11  C" hti
  3
2
(1  2
p
)

1 + hti kwkH11 + " hti
3
q
  1
2

:
Hence,
kwkH11  C" hti
3
p
+ 3
q
 2  C" hti 1  (3.2.15)
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with some  > 0. Collecting (3:2:3),(3:2:15) and the estimate of Lemma 3:2:2 we nd
kw(t)kH4  kwkH4 + C"2
Z t
0
hi 1  d  "0 + C"2
with some  > 0. Thus, we obtain
sup
t2[0;T ]
kw(t)kH4  "0 + C"2: (3.2.16)
Appliying the operator Z to the equation (3:2:1) using commutator relation (3:0:11), taking
the H4 jj-norm of the result, we nd after integrating with respect to time
kZwj(t)kH4 jj  k(Zwj)(0)kH4 jj
+ C
Z t
0
kwkH11
X
jj3
kZwkH1d
+ C
Z t
0
X
jj1
kZwkH16
X
jj2
kZwkH13d
for jj  3. Since w 2 XT;" by (3:2:15) we have the estimate with 5  q < 6 and 9  p <1
kwkH11
X
jj=3
kZwkH1  C"2 hti
3
p
+ 3
q
 2
:
In the same way as in the proofs of (3:2:4) and (3:2:5) we getX
jj2
kZwkH13  C" hti
  1
2
and X
jj1
kZwkH16  C" hti
  3
2
(1  2
q
)
for 5  q < 6. Hence, X
jj1
kZwkH16
X
jj2
kZwkH13  C"
2 hti 3q 2 :
Therefore, we obtain
sup
t2[0;T ]
X
jj3
kZwkH4 jj

X
jj3
sup
t2[0;T ]
x@jjt w (0)
H4 jj
+ C"2  C"0 + C"2:
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By using this estimate and identities [@t;Z] = Er; [@xk ;Z(j)] = E[@xk ; xj ]@t = Ejk@t;E@t =
Lm   iA hirim ; xE = hiri 1m Jm   iAt hiri 1m ir,(3:1:10) we have for the local solution
(3:2:1)
sup
t2[0;T ]
X
jj3
k@tZwkH3 jj
 C sup
t2[0;T ]
X
jj3
kZwkH4 jj + C sup
t2[0;T ]
lX
j=1
X
jj3
kZFjkH2 jj
 C"0 + Ckwk2XT  C"0 + C"2;
sup
t2[0;T ]
hti 1 kwkH3;1
 C sup
t2[0;T ]
X
jj3
kZwkH4 jj + C sup
t2[0;T ]
lX
j=1
hti 1 kFjkH1;1
 C"0 + Ckwk2XT  C"0 + C"2;
and
sup
t2[0;T ]
hti 2 kwkH2;2  C sup
t2[0;T ]
X
jj3
kZwkH4 jj
+ C sup
t2[0;T ]
lX
j=1
X
jj1
hti 1 kZFjkH1;1 + C sup
t2[0;T ]
lX
j=1
hti 2 kFjkH1;2
 C"0 + Ckwk2XT  C"0 + C"2:
Thus, we obtain the estimate
kwkXT < "
for any T > 0. Therefore we have a global in time of solutions.
We next consider the asymptotic behavior of solutions. By (3:2:2) in view of (3:2:15)
and (3:2:16)
kUmj ( t)wj(t)  Umj ( s)wj(s)kH4  C"2
Z t
s
hi 1  d  C"2s  (3.2.17)
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for all t > s  1 with some  > 0. In the same way
kUmj ( t)Zwj(t)  Umj ( s)Zwj(s)kH3  Cs : (3.2.18)
We let t!1, then there exist unique nal states w+j 2 H4 such that
kw+j   Umj ( s)wj(s)kH4  C"2s :
Via Lemma 3:2:2 kFj(w)kH2;1  C"2 hti
3
q
 1 with 3 < q < 6: Therefore, by identity (3:1:10)
and estimate (3:2:18) we get
kUmj ( t)Jmjwj(t)  Umj ( s)Jmjwj(s)kH3
 kUmj ( t)

iAZ   E hiri 1mj ir

wj(t)
  Umj ( s)

iAZ   E hiri 1mj ir

wj(s)kH3
+ CkxLmjwj(t)kH3 + CkxLmjwj(s)kH3
 C"2s  + CkxFj(w(s))kH2  C"2s :
with some  > 0, from which via (3:2:17) by the relation Um( t)Jm = hirim xUm( t) =
x hirim Um( t)  hiri 1m irUm( t) we get
kx hiri
mj
 Umj ( t)wj(t)  Umj ( s)wj(s) kH3  C"2s 
for all t > s  1. We let t!1, then we see that there exists unique nal states w+j 2 H4;1
such that
kw+j   Umj ( s)wj(s)kH4;1  C"2s :
The asymptotic behavior stated in the theorem follows from the relations uj = w
(1)
j +w
(2)
j ,
hiri 1mj @tuj = w
(1)
j   w(2)j . Theorem 3:0:1 is proved. 
3.3 PROOF OF THEOREM 3:0:2
In the same way as in the proofs of the previous theorem we prove a priori estimates of the
local solution of (3:2:1). We let "  "
3
4
0 = kwk
3
4
H5;4
. We introduce the function space
YT =
(
 2 C

[0; T ];
 
L2
l   L2l ; kkYT <1
)
;
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with the norm
kkYT = sup
t2[0;T ]
lX
j=1
X
jj4
hti  kZjkH5 jj +
X
jj3
kZjkH4 jj

+ sup
t2[0;T ]
lX
j=1
X
jj3
k@tZjkH3 jj + hti 1 kjkH3;1 + hti 2 kkH2;2

;
where  is small. Denote by YT;" a closed ball of a radius " > 0 with a center in the origin
in the space YT .
Taking the H5-norm of the integral equation (3:2:2) we obtain
kwj(t)kH5  kwkH5 + C
Z t
0
kFj(w)()kH4d
 kwkH5 + C
Z t
0
kw()kH11kw()kH5d: (3.3.1)
In view of (3:0:9); (3:0:11); (3:1:10) and the identity xE = hiri 1mj Jmj   iAt hiri
 1
mj
ir we
have
kxLmjZwjkH1  C
X
jj1
kZFj(w)kH0;1  CkwkH11
X
jj1
kZwkH1;1
 CkwkH11
 
hti
lX
j=1
X
jj2
kZwjkH1 +
X
jj1
kxLmjZwjkL2
!
:
Hence for w 2 YT;"
(1  C")kxLmjZwjkH1  C" hti kwkH11 : (3.3.2)
By Lemma 3:1:4 we have
hti kwkH11  CkwkH3
+ C
X
jj1
kZwk1 
H2
X
jj2
kZwk
H1
+ kxLmZwkH1

+ C

kF (w)k
H1;2
+ hti kF (w)k
H1;1

kF (w)k1 
H1;1
with some small  > 0. Then for w 2 YT;" we get
hti kwkH11  C"+ C

kF (w)k
H1;2
+ hti kF (w)k
H1;1

kF (w)k1 
H1;1
: (3.3.3)
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From identities E@r = t 1Z(r)   t 1Exr@t and the strong null condition we can write
Fj(w) = ibt 2
X
1m;kl
X
0r;s2
qmkrsj Z(r)

w(1)m + w
(2)
m

Z(s)(w(1)k + w(1)k )
  ibt 2
X
1m;kl
X
0r;s2
qmkrsj Z(r)

w(1)m + w
(2)
m

xs@t(w
(1)
k + w
(1)
k )
  ibt 2
X
1m;kl
X
0r;s2
qmkrsj xr@t

w(1)m + w
(2)
m

Z(s)(w(1)k + w(1)k )
with b =
0@ 1
 1
1A : Then we have the identity
xpxqFj(w) = ibt 2
X
1m;kl
X
0r;s2
qmkrsj xpZ(r)

w(1)m + w
(2)
m

xqZ(s)(w(1)k + w(1)k )
  ibt 2
X
1m;kl
X
0r;s2
qmkrsj xpZ(r)

w(1)m + w
(2)
m

xqxs@t(w
(1)
k + w
(1)
k )
  ibt 2
X
1m;kl
X
0r;s2
qmkrsj xpxr@t

w(1)m + w
(2)
m

xqZ(s)(w(1)k + w(1)k ):
So by identity xE = hiri 1mj Jmj iAt hiri
 1
mj
r, the relation @t
 
w
(1)
j +w
(2)
j

=  i hirimj
 
w
(1)
j  
w
(2)
j

and by the Sobolev imbedding theorem kwkL4  CkwkH1 we get for w 2 YT;"
kFj(w)kH1;2  Ct 2
lX
k=1
kJmkZwkk2L4 + CkZwk2H14
+ C

t 2
lX
k=1
kJmkZwkkL4 + t 1kZwkkH14

kwk
H1;24
 C"2 hti ; (3.3.4)
where we have used the fact that kJmkZwkkL4 can be estimated through the identity
(3:1:10) and (3:3:2) as follows
kJmkZwkkL4  CkJmkZwkkH1
 C
X
jj2
kZwkkH1 + CkxLmkZwkkH1  C" hti :
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Similarly,
xpFj(w) = ibt 2
X
1m;kl
X
0r;s2
qmkrsj xpZ(r)

w(1)m + w
(2)
m

Z(s)(w(1)k + w(1)k )
  ibt 2
X
1m;kl
X
0r;s2
qmkrsj xpZ(r)

w(1)m + w
(2)
m

xs@t(w
(1)
k + w
(1)
k )
  ibt 2
X
1m;kl
X
0r;s2
qmkrsj xr@t

w(1)m + w
(2)
m

xpZ(s)(w(1)k + w(1)k )
which by identity xE = hiri 1mj Jmj iAt hiri
 1
mj
r, the relation @t
 
w
(1)
j +w
(2)
j

=  i hirimj
 
w
(1)
j  
w
(2)
j

and by the Sobolev imbedding theorem kwkL4  CkwkH1 we get for w 2 YT;"
kFj(w)kH1;1  C

t 2
lX
k=1
kJmkZwkkH1 + t 1kZwkH14


 lX
k=1
kJmkwkkH1 + tkw(t)k
1
2
H11
kwk
1
2
H1

 C" hti  12

"+ hti 12 kw(t)k
1
2
H11

: (3.3.5)
We substitute (3:3:4) and (3:3:5) into (3:3:3) to get
hti kw(t)kH11  C"+ C"
2: (3.3.6)
Substitution of (3:3:6) into (3:3:1) yields
kw(t)kH5  "+ C"
Z t
0
hi 1 kw()kH5d:
from which it follows that
hti  kw(t)kH5  C"+ C"2: (3.3.7)
In the same way as in the proof of (3:3:7), we estimate the other terms in the norm of YT
to nd kw(t)kYT  C"0 + C"2. The asymptotics stated in the theorem follows from the
same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3:0:1. Theorem 3:0:2 is proved. 
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3.4 PROOF OF THEOREM 3:0:3
We put Lm = E@t + iA hirim ;
wj =
0@ w(1)j
w
(2)
j
1A  1
2
0@  j + i hiri 1M @t j
 j   i hiri 1M @t j
1A ;
wj =
0@ w(1)j
w(2)j
1A  1
2
0@  (1)j + i hiri 1M  (2)j
 
(1)
j   i hiri 1M  
(2)
j
1A ;
and
w5 =
0@ w(1)5
w
(2)
5
1A  1
2
0@ + ijirj 1@t
  ijirj 1@t
1A ;
w5 =
0@ w(1)5
w(2)5
1A  1
2
0@ (1) + ijirj 1(1)

(1)   ijirj 1(2)
1A :
Then the system (3:0:5) can be rewritten as8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
LMwj =
0B@ i hiri 1M Fj (w)
 i hiri 1M Fj (w)
1CA ; j = 1; 2; 3; 4
L0w5 =
0B@ ijirj 1F5 (w)
 ijirj 1F5 (w)
1CA ;
(3.4.1)
where
Fj(w) =
1
2
0@ g2 w(1)5 + w(2)5 2 w(1)j + w(2)j   g 3X
=0

4

w
(1)
j + w
(2)
j

@

w
(1)
5 + w
(2)
5
1A
for 1  j  4 and
F5 ( ew) = 12
0@g
0@ 2X
j=1
w(1)j + w(2)j 2   4X
j=3
w(1)j + w(2)j 2
1A1A :
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We note that the rst term in the nonlinearity Fj(w) is cubic, the second term contains
the full derevative @

w
(1)
5 + w
(2)
5

, and so has a good time decay property (see the second
estimate of Lemma 3:1:5). Therefore, the nonlinearity Fj(w) is asymptotically free.
We introduce function space
ZT =

 2 C

[0; T ] ; (L2)5  (L2)5

; kkZT <1

;
with the norm
kkZT = sup
t2[0;T ]
4X
j=1
X
jj3
hti 

kZjkH4 jj + k@tZjkH3 jj

+ sup
t2[0;T ]
4X
j=1
X
jj2

kZjkH3 jj + k@tZjkH2 jj

+ sup
t2[0;T ]
X
jj3

kZ5k _H4 jj + k@tZ
5kH3 jj

+ sup
t2[0;T ]
4X
j=1

hti 1 kjkH3;1 + hti 2 kjkH2;2

for small  > 0. Denote by ZT;" a closed ball of a radius " > 0 with a center in the origin in
the space ZT . As in the proof of Theorem 3:0:1 we used Lemma 3:1:2 to estimate wj , then
we get for jj = 3
kZw5k _H1  "0 +
Z t
0
kZF5(w)kL2d
 "0 +
Z t
0
 4X
j=1
kwjkL1
4X
j=1
X
jj3
kZwjkL2
+
4X
j=1
X
jj=1
kZwjkL6
4X
j=1
X
jj2
kZwjkL3

d
 "0 + Ckwk2ZT
Z t
0
hi  32+ d;
and
kZw5kL2  "0 +
Z t
0
kZF5(w)kL2 + kZF5(w)kLpd;
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where p < 65 . In the same way as aboveZ t
0
kZF5(w)kLpd
is estimated from above byZ t
0
4X
j=1
X
jj1
kZwjkLq
4X
j=1
X
jj3
kZwjkL2d
 Ckwk2ZT
Z t
0
hi  12+ d  C"2 hti 12+
with q < 3. Hence we get
kZw5kL2  "0 + C"2 hti
1
2
+ :
We have for jj = 3; 1  j  4
kZwjkH1  "0 +
4X
j=1
Z t
0
kZFj(w)kL2d
 "0 + C
Z t
0
  X
jj1
kZw5kL1
2 4X
j=1
X
jj=3
kZwjkL2
+
4X
j=1
X
jj1
kZwjkL6
X
jj1
kZw5kL1
X
jj=3
kZw5kL3
+
4X
j=1
0@kwjkL1 X
jj=3
kZrw5kL2 + krw5kL1
X
jj3
kZwjkL2
1A
+
X
jj2
kZrw5kL3
4X
j=1
X
jj2
kZwjkL6
!
d
 "0 + C"
Z t
0
hi 1
4X
j=1
X
jj3
kZwjkL2d + C"2
Z t
0
hi  54+ d;
and an analogous estimate for the norm kZw5k _H1 holds, where we have used Lemma 3:1:6
to estimate w5 and Lemma 3:1:2, from which with the Gronwall inequality it follows
X
jj=3
0@ 4X
j=1
hti  kZwjkH1 + kZw5k _H1
1A  C"0 + C"2
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for small  > 0. In this way we have for the solutions w5 of the massless Klein-Gordon
equation
sup
t2[0;T ]
X
jj3
kZw5k _H4 jj  C"0 + C"
2
Z t
0
hi  32+ d  C"0 + C"2:
Then for the solutions wj ; 1  j  4 of the massive Klein-Gordon equation we obtain
sup
t2[0;T ]
4X
j=1
X
jj2
kZwjkH3 jj  C"0 + C"2
Z t
0
hi  54+ d
and
sup
t2[0;T ]
4X
j=1
X
jj3
hti  kZwjkH4 jj  C"0 + C"2 hti 
Z t
0
hi 1+ d:
In the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 3:0:1 we estimate the other terms in the norm
ZT to nd the desired a priori estimate of solutions kwkZT  C"0 + C"2. The asymptotics
is proved in the same way as that Theorem 3:0:1. Theorem 3:0:3 is proved. 
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